
Finance: Television Advertising

English/Film Studies 391: Television Criticism and Theory



Thursday Primetime Lineup
REMEMBER: Midterm Projects are due Thursday, March 14th by midnight in the D2L Dropbox. NO LATE WORK 
ACCEPTED (unless you have spoken to me in advance about an extension). 

● Read Amanda Lotz’s chapter “Advertising After the Network Era.” Cry if reading about economics is not 
your thing. 

● Review the PowerPoint lecture. Get some clarity, but if you’re still confused, feel free to email me.

● Go to the D2L Discussion board. Watch the clips I’ve put there.

● Create a discussion post responding to all three of the prompts. Posts are due Friday, March 15th at 
midnight.

● Respond to at least 2 classmates on the discussion board by Saturday, March 16th at midnight.

● Have a restful Spring Break, and prepare to read Derek Kompare’s “Old Wine in New Bottles: Broadcast 
Rerun Syndication since the 1980s” for Tuesday, March 26th.



TV Industry Changes Affect Advertising

As the television industry transformed over the years, advertisers became 
deeply concerned about:

❖ Fragmented audience in a multichannel era (made it more challenging 
to determine marketable demographics)

❖ Rising production costs (advertising supports most of the industry)

❖ Commercial skipping behaviors thanks to control technologies like the 
DVR (ad agencies encountered difficulties getting audiences to watch 
their ads in the first place)



Advertising Strategies

The playing field….

Product Placement

Product Integration Branded Entertainment

Sponsorships

Amanda Lotz: These multiple TV advertising strategies reflect how the industry has responded to 
technological changes and the explosion of cable channels that have further fragmented TV audiences.



Upfront Market

What is it?
A period in which networks sell 75 to 90 percent of their advertising time in the upcoming TV 
season (before the ad agencies even know what kinds of shows will be around!)

Step 1: Networks offer up 
discounted advertising space 
if ad agencies buy “upfront” 
(without knowing what 
programming is there) 

Step 2: Networks now have 
committed advertising $$$ 
before they even begin 
producing programming

Step 3: Networks sell 
remaining ad space 
throughout the year in 
“scatter” and “opportunistic” 
markets

Perks for the Network: 
1. Reduction of risk (secure money upfront before committing to a program schedule) 
2. Can package new or weaker shows with established hits (similar to block booking in film industry)



Single Sponsorship Model

➢ Origins in radio
➢ Primary advertising model for TV in 

1940s and 50s
➢ Involves a single corporation (like 

Coca-Cola) financing part of the costs of 
the program for air time

➢ Time franchises: allowed advertising 
agencies to have control over specific 
slots in the networks’ schedules 

➢ Departure from this model allows 
programs to retain greater control of 
what content to air



Product/Brand Placement

➢ Situations where television shows use name brand products or present them on the screen in the 
context of the show

➢ Can be paid or unpaid (known as “product subventions”)
➢ A network might offer “added value” opportunities to advertisers in the upfront market (e.g. buy more 

advertising space for the chance of having your product featured on this program)

“Basic” placement 
(apparent set dressings not 
involved with the narrative)

“Advanced” placement 
(mentions that product or good by name)



Product/Brand Integration

➢ Situations where the product or company name becomes part of the show in 
such a way that it contributes to the narrative & creates an environment of 
brand awareness

America’s Got Talent partners with 
Dunkin’ Donuts to feature a 
sponsored segment that saves a 
few of the contestants on the 
show



Branded Entertainment

➢ The advertiser creates the content of the show, which then itself serves as a 
promotional vehicle--somewhat akin to a long-form commercial or infomercial

College football bowl games are 
centered around a major sponsor



Discussion Board Instructions

1. Go to the “TV Advertising” discussion board on D2L.
2. View the provided four clips on YouTube.
3. In your discussion post, please do the following:

A. Describe the advertising strategy being utilized in each clip (single sponsorship, 
product/brand placement, product/brand integration, branded entertainment)

B. Find and share a video clip from a show you watch that uses one or more of these 
advertising strategies. What is being sold? How is the ad integrated into the program without 
disrupting the narrative (or does it disrupt)?

C. Pretend you own an advertising agency. Your assignment is to get your client, Fyre Festival 
Revival, ad space on a TV program. Fyre Festival has a sordid history as a failed music 
festival, but they are hoping your agency can generate positive buzz to regain the public’s 
trust in their brand. What advertising strategy do you go with and why? What network and 
what shows have valuable space to advertise Fyre Festival Revival? 

4. Complete your post by midnight on Friday, March 15th.
5. Reply to at least two other classmates by midnight on Saturday, March 16th. 


